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Masters/Doctoral Thesis. Description. This template provides a full framework for writing a graduate level thesis. It is
carefully Download Template. { Download.

Favourite features are the automatic placement of figures close to the text references and avoiding orphan lines
see below for a full list. Run biber main-minted-german to get the bibliography rendered execute lualatex
afterwards. You might want a different citation style or you may not need an abstract. Q: I cannot get minted
to run. FAQ Q: What is the issue with ligatures? If you included some version control statements, please
remove them. It will take about 5 minutes until this is finished. The margins are intended for good screen
reading. Then, automatic installation should work again. Google for the name of the sty and upload it to
overleaf. Q: Overleaf complains about missing. Currently, the template does not support any, but it used to
support SVN. Q: Do I have to do something special for the final version? The bulk of the thesis will then focus
around the methods and results of the research performed, followed by a discussion on how the results add to
the field in general. Q: How to include Excel charts properly? History of changes Thanks to Till Korten for
bug fixes and further improvements added in  Theses are long, highly structured and include a lot of advanced
document tools such as cross-referencing ; this is where LaTeX really shines. There are flavours of this for all
operating systems. Without the magic comments, compilation works. The first compilation will take at least
30 seconds, because there will be some LaTeX packages installed. As of , these are: lccaps. Sections within
the thesis are clearly separated in a consistent way, as are sections within each chapter. The thesis boasts a
professional look which is immediately obvious from the title page itself and carries through the design of the
rest of the document. See english. When compiling main-minted-german. Q: MiKTeX complains about
missing. Automatic compilation is also possible: latexmk main-german If you want automatic compilation use
following command: latexmk -pvc main-german This will also open a Sumatra PDF and only works with the
supplied configuration. Use the MiKTeX console to refresh the package index. As such, it has an air of
efficiency and optimal design. A reference manager comes with additional handy features though. You can
make this local configuration a global configuration, when you put it at the right place. Credits and call for
improvements If you adapt the template, change the layout, iron out glitches, write explanations, etc. It would
be great if this were simplified. LaTeX Templates Theses An academic thesis, also known as a dissertation, is
a substantial work produced by a graduate student to communicate their research and earn a degree. If you
want to add more packages, configure it there. Use lualatex --shell-escape main-minted-german to compile the
main document. Using the command line For debugging, it might be better to use the command line for
latexing.


